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Weather Forecast
Snow tonight and Friday.; somewhat
cooler.
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in doing so was the removal of Francisco Madero from power.

HO

No Temporizing Expected
The new administration will not temporize with any of the rebels. It declares that all that is possible will be
clone to effect a reconciliation, but in
the event of failure in this direction,
it, proposes to wage vigorous warfare.
Already federal troops have been sent
TO
TO
to Cuernavaca to prevent the occupation of that city Zapata. Only three
of those arrested by Generals Huerta
and Illanquet at the moment of the
overthrow of Madero remain in custody. They are Francisco 1. Madero,
e
himself; Jose Pino Suarez, the
Garza,
president, and Gonzales
who was governor of the federal district and who incurred widespread
snmity, owing to his close affiliation
OROZCO,ZAPATA ANO OTEIERSCPPQSEO TO HUERTA with "La Horra," the political group
directed by Gustavo Madero.
Students Acclaimed as Heroes
Tlie students of the military school
It Is Believed the Insurrecto Leaders Will Never Agree to Allow at TIalpan, who initiated the revolt in
the capital 12 days ago, have been
His Government to Stand Provisional President and Felix
as heroeB by residents of
acclaimed
of
the Best of Terras in
to Be

FORMER PRESIDENT OF

IS DETAINED WHILE PREPARING

EUROPE

LEAVEJORJRIP

His Wife and Friends Are Greatly Exercised
For Fear That He Will Be Executed

Spite
Diaz Appear
Ipon
Will
A
Election
General
Rumors to the Contrary
Be Called in the Immediate Future to Choose
Permanent Executive

Mexico City.
The soldiers who only a couple of
days ago were shooting at one another

'n the streets are fraternizing today
and describing the events of the bombardment from their different points

Cabinet is Confirmed
Mexico City, Feb. 20. Tlie Mexican
The
cabinet
at first agreed upon by
of
a
state
in
was
uncertainty
capital
tills morning in regard to the fate of Huerta and Diaz was confirmed in
tlie heads of the old administration. all respects except in connection with
General Huerta's order preventing the the ministry of finance, in which
for
Obregon was substituted
departure of Francisco Madero gave
for
names
The
Cosio.
G.
Carlos
.de
and
rumors
conjectures.
to
rise
many
Meanwhile the attitude of Zapata the portfolios were suggested paitlj
and Gomez, leaders of the southern by Diaz and partly by Huerta.
The fate of Fra ;;s:d
Malero, the
and northern rebels, is occasioning
n'
.V."x;:o, was still
i'.e;:nsed president
anxiety.
in
this
balance
the
morning.
Three Thousand Killed
had been made at mi.!- Preparations
ot
The closest estimates obtainable
- !h th-- mem- for his de,?.ir
the casualties during the fighting in night of
his Cam'!." '.uiu exile, but
icrs
the streets show that about 3,000 perwere suddenly halted by a mys
these
wert
sons were killed and 7,000
terious order frv.u Genet.", Di.eria.

of view.
Diaz Denies Having Killed Gustavo.
Felix Diaz today denied responsibility for the execution of Gustavo
Madero and Adolfo Basse, superintendent of the national palace. The
official report, on the death of Gus-

Eze-qui-

ii--

'

wounded. These are not government
Sennra Mad?rj, ih?
figures nor will the government be two sisters and his aged lather, tocalculation.
reliable
make
able 10
any
gether with the family of
Perished
Many
President Suarez, waited a: the sta
In most cases no official records tion ready to ilwiait Mr Vera Cni'
were kept of the bodies which were and thence, for Kr.rope. Hut at tbx
instances are hour which had been fixed for De
Numerous
burned.
known in which whole families wore parture congress was still n session
wiped out by exploding shells or by discussing the situatiim. f enora Mathe penetrating fire o machine guns. dero and the rest of her party of ex
The great majority of the dead were lies had waited impatiently frr more
including a large pro- than two hours when they were inMinister Lascu- formed by
portion of women and children.
Estimates as to the loss of proper- rain that the
"would b
ty are necessarily inaccurate. There prevented from joining them on their
is not doubt that the damage amounts journey."
to many millions.
Senor Laseuraiu declared that he
These are the days of fugitives. was unable to give any explanation of
The families of those who stood high the delay. Senora Madero, fearing the
in favor with Madero have fled from intentions of congress and General
the city. The wife o the
Huerta in regard to her husband, wept
has gone no further than their ranch, profusely. She and her party then
near a suburb, but the other members left the railroad station and went to
of the family are supposed to be in the city.
Vera Cruz.
Skeptical Regarding Peace
Madero to be Exiled
Only the optimistic residents of the
was to Mexican capital city pretend to beIt is said the
be deported from Vera Cruz, much as lieve that the substitution of General
Porfirio Diaz was sent away, and that Huerta for Francisco Madero will rehis exile was to be a substitute for a sult' In the restoration of complete
trial for the murder of Colonel Rlver-ol- , peace throughout the republic. It rewhom he was accused killing at mains to be seen how many of the
the time of his arrest in the national rebel leaders will accept the invitapalace. The formal accusation was tion extended to them by Huerta to
made against him by Attorney Carlos Join In an effort to restore normal
Salinas before the attorney general of conditions.
the republic, and it was declared that
Zapata Is not Loyal
the charge was to be left pending
It appears to be taken for granted
should he '."Vnpt to return to the that Emllio Zapata "the Irreconcilrepublic. Another report was that able rebel," will continue at the head
the government was considering the o? his powerful force in the south,
advisability of bringing him before a while Dr. Vasquoz Gomez by the Issue
'ot his proclamation claiming tlie
lunacy commission.
Rumors that all Was not going wol presidency, had rendered conditions in
between General Huerta and Felix Diaz the north problematical.
were discounted today by the fact
Oro'rco Is not Pleased
that the two held fretjuent conferences Those familiar with the propaganda
regarding the conduct of affairs and of the northern rebels express the
often Addressed each other by their belief that Pascual Orozoo, Inez Sala-za- r
first names.
and other leaders
may not be
United States Ambassador ' Wilson, satisfied with the selection of only one
who has taken such a keen Interest of their comrades, David de la Fuen-te- ,
In the establishment of the new adas a cabinet member. On the olher
ministration, was In counsel with both hand, it is well known that the men
General ITuerla and Diaz and was who have been operating in the north
made the recipient of frank confiden- are tired of risdKing and have reces by both.
peatedly said that their main object

tavo says;
'

"He was being removed from one
part of the arsenal to another when
he made a dash for liberty. The officers in charge fired at him and
killed him."
Adolfo Basso, an old man, wa'o
killed inside the rebel lines. The
death of Gustavo Madero is still the

chief topic of conversation among
the populace.
today
Many people
sought for souvenirs of the dead politician and one person paid $25 for a
fragment of ais eye
More Officials Arrested.
Juan sancnez Azzcnan, private secretary of Francisco Madero, and
Jesus Uruela, Madero's chief support
er in the chamber of deputies, were
added to the list of .prisoners yesterday. They had escaped from the city
in an automobile during the upheaval at the national palace, hut were
captured between here and the coast.
A telegram was sent today to th(
Paris residence of Porfirio Diaz, the
former dictator, by Felix Diaz, his
nephew, and General Huerta, the new
provisional president, in which the
a?'ed general was informed: "You
hr.ve been avenged against your former enemy."
Diaz Will Run for President.
Felix Diaz will enter the race for
the presidency. Probably General
Huerta will not run ag.unst him. On
reason why Diaz made no effort to
secure the provisional presidency for
himself was ills wish to be entirely
free to organize and direct his party
''
In the coming campaign.'
Huerta to Call An Election.
General Huerta regards himself as
nothing more than a provisional president and declared today that general
elections will be held promptly for
selecting a permanent administration.
"The Huerta administration nas
made no plans or promises, nor is it
handicapped by promises made by
Felix Diaz," declared Us leader today
"It begins as a iHisiuess administration, promising nothing more than
good government.
General Huerta's cabinet will take
the oath of office tonight and the
routine business ot tne government
will then bo resumed,
Zapatlstai Begin Operations.
Dispatches from the interior today
told of the activity of Zapatistas at
various points and of fresh uprisings
in state of Tlaxcala, headed by the
of Hidalgo.
Although
willing to come to reasonable terrnB
with the rebels, the new admtutstra- r
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BUILD1NG UP DtFENSE.
Sa'iem, Mss., Feb. 20. The defense
continued today its effort to discred-

it the theory of the state that William A. Dorr, accused of the murder
of George F. Marsh of Lynn, hoped
to profit indirectly from the $100,000
fund which was held in trust for his
aunt, Orpha Marsh, with whom ne
lived in Stockton, Calif.
James S. Serano of Stockton, wno
is the custodian of the fund, testified
that Miss Marsh had executed a quit
claim deed and would not have heen
benefited by the deatn of George B.
Marsh. Miss' Marsh had subsequently sued to recover the deed, he said.
Employes of a Boston hotel testified that they saw Dorr there at 9
o'clock in the evening of Anril 11,
He left
the date of the murder.
soon after, saying he waB going to
Maine. A cab driver testified that
he drove to a train bound in the opposite direction.
MICHIGAN GETS IN LINE.
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 20 The house
ot representatives passed a resolution providing for the resubmission
of the woman suffrage question at
the April election this year. The
hill now goes to the senate. Equal
suffrage in Michigan was defeated in
the fall election by a close vote.

1913.

20,

CITY EDITION

WOMEN SET FIRE DE BACA GOES BEFORE FINANCE
TO A PUBLIC

BUG
ENGLISH

SUFFRAGETTES

AGAINST GRANT BOARD MEASURE
STILL

TRYING TO DESTROY GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

TWO PLACED

UNDER ARREST

EACH CARRIED A HANDBAG FILL
ED WITH MATERIALS FOR INCENDIARY

THROW BOOK

WHICH

ROMERO, CLARK AND

AT THE JUDGE

PROBABLY

FACE FROM HARM

20. Eight
Feb.
San
Francisco,
years ago the Western Fuel company
against whose officers and employes
eight indictments charging conspiracy
to defraud the government of customs
duties aggregating $450,000 were
yesterday, was under investigation by tlia treasury department.
But the reports never got farther than
a pigeonhole iu the desk of Frederick
S. Stratton, collector of the port.
William. U. Tidewell, special agent
of the treasury department, is seeking
today to learn why these reports were
halted. He would not discuss his
plans, but premised further developments.
"I am conversant with two other investigations Into the workings of 'he
Western Fuel company," said Stratton,
"and the papers In connection with
them are now in n:y possession, but I
am not at liberty to discuss them."
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gan debate
propriatlon

on

20.
Senate:
river and harbor

Fell.

He--

1

ap-- j

committee endorsed Lodge
of five
bill for tariff commission

members.
House: Resumed debate on sun..
,, ..i.,;,,,, v,;n
uli
dry civil api,Iui,lu,tLl'nl
Chairman Hay of military affairs
committee Introduced hill tp reduce
number of officers f.llowed each
army regiment.
.

Inform Solons (he Proposed Law Is What Is Needed To Make Pos
sible Completion of Irrigation System Upon the Las Vegas
Grant, Which Means Prosperity for the Entire CommunityBill Likely Will Be Introduced Tomorrow SalaInvestigation of Former
ry Law Is Delayed
Oil
Coal
Inspector Ordered

g

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 20. At an there is capacity for hard work aud
executive session held this morning ability to stand critieiyn required for
the 'finance committe of the house of the position."
Sensation is Created
representatives considered the proposSomewhat of a sensation was creatof
ed legislation giving the hoard
trustees of the Las Vegas land grant ed in the house this afterno n by the
power to invest its funds in a project iniioducti.m ot a rso.ution railing
for the completion of the irrigation fiv ai investigation of the .cnnectlon
system north of Greater Las Vegas. of Dnii'j Dunne with tie position tf
The hill was drawn by; a delegation deputy coal oil inspector." The resoof 46 Las Vegas business men who lution declares that the records of
were in tb capital early this week tne sffice jf coal oil ins ?i '.tor (Ilsckse
fiiit that during the yanrs Jim
for the purpose of securing the passMr. Dunne received
age of legislation which they declare ant
is necessary for the
prosperity of salary as deputy coal j!J inspector,
their community and the betterment and that it Is currently understood and
believed that the said Dunne did not
of the
Vegas grant.
Don ugenio Romero, a member of inspect a single gallon of coal oil or
of the horad of trustees of the grant; render any service whatever yertaiu-inin- g
to the position of coal oil inHerbert W. Clark and William J. Lu
...
ComLas
of
spector.
the
cas, president
Vegas
The resolution calls on the speaker
mercial club, were present at tne
hearing and spoke in favor of the bill. of the house to .appoint a commit to.
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca, of five to ivestigate the allegation
and and in the event they art
a resident of Las Vegas, bitterly opposed the measure. He declared thatj found true, to certify that fact to the
the business element in Las Vegas is attorney general, who shall bring suit
willing to sacrifice the patrimony of; against Mr. Dunne for the recovery .of
the school children of the grant in or- the money.
der to build an irrigation system. Mr.
de Baca made other remarks along
IS
the same line. Evidently he has join- TARIFF
ed hands, heart and soul with. Mr.
John D. W. Veeder, another opponent
FAVORED HY?SENATE
of the measure.
It is understood that the bill will
be Introduced at tomorrow's session HOWEVER,
ITS SUPPORTERS DC
of the house. What effect the arguNOT HOPE TO PASS THE BILL
ments of those favoring and opposing
THIS SESSION
the measure had upon the members
of the finance committee is not known.
20. Senator
Feb.
Washington,
But it is believed there are enough Lodge's bill for a tariff commission of
ing today.
supporters of the bill to pas3 It upon five members was endorsed by the"
senate finance committee today with
its introduction.
BIG RAILWAY BUSINESS.
Off
Put
Bill
out discussion and without a record
20.
Feb.
Quoting
Salary
St. Paul, Minn.,
Consideration of tho salary bill was vote.
total operating revenues' at $17,380,-477.7The measure especially directs
on its Minnesota lines hist again postponed in the senate until
routine
of
tomorrow
and
afternoon
estimate
2:30
tax
to investigate the differa
earning
gross
year,
was submitted to the business occupied the time ot that ence lu cost of production betwean
$095,210.11
state tax commission today by the body. Among other things the senate the United tates and foreign countries,
Northern Pacific railway. The tax passed resolutions appropriating a Republican senators, pledged by cauot 1912 is $12G,8G5.S6 in advance of small sum of money to pay the coun- cus to the bill, do not hope to get it
sel tees of the four members of the through at this session.
that in 1911.
hotiso who were charged wit.fi bribery
in connection with the senatorial elecOHIO FAVORS IT.
THE CORRECT VERSION.
Columbus, O. Feb. 20. The Ohio tion of last year.
Washington, Feb. 20. Because proBaca Speaks Up
tests have been made that there t.r&
state senate this afternoon adopted
The chief topic of interest in tlie many different versions of Lincoln'a
the house resolution ratifying the pro.
posed federal constitutional amend- house this afternoon was the resolu- Gettysburg speech, which it Is proment for the popular election of tion introduced Tuesday calling for posed to Inscribe on the Lincoln methe appointment of a committee to morial to be- built here, the seuata
United States senators.
audit the county contingent fund of today adopted Senator Root's Joint
$l,noo which was pla.ced in the charge resolution authorlzin
the committee'
PHYSICIANS DECLARE
ot the speaker at the last session. It to report the correct version.
seems to be the general belief that the
Accompanying the resolution, Senreconsidered
and
will
he
resolution
ator
Root presented a letter fronx
SANE
NOT
SNEEQ IS
tabled ludefinitly. That he has been John P. Nicholson of Philadelphia,
tried in a crucible and found worthy commander-in-chie- f
of the Ixsyal LePROSECUTION SURPRISED AT AN was the declaration of the speaker be- - gion, who declared thnt. tnnrg tilt!!
SWERS MADE BY TWO STAR .fore the house convened this ai'ter-- I 100 versions of Lincoln's Gettysburg
noon.
WITNESSES
address were published. "Even con"A man in my position," said Mr. gress has printed
It Incorrectly
Vernon, Tex., Feb 20. Two local Baca, "has many things to contend twice," wrote Mr. Nicholson.
physicians who have attended the trial with and the fierce light that shines
of John B. Sneed for the alleged mur- around the throne has nothing on
POLICE CAPTAIN DIES.
New York, Feb. 20. Police Cup-tai- n
der last fall of Al G. Iloyce, Jr., sur- tho light that beats around the speakFrederick W. Martens, who wa
today when er's chair In the house of represenprised the proHccullon
answers tatives. There are those among the recently accused by the gambler
Sneed'a
testified
that
they
on the witness sti'nd have shown that members who are ever ready to cast James Purcell, ljeforo the aldc.rman-l- o
he waa Insane when he killed Boyne. reflections on the motives and upon
police Investigating committed, or
Objections from the prosecution halted1 the actions of tha sneaker. 119 Is having accepted graft, died suddenly
damned In soma Quarters for every- today.
the proceedings for a time.
Previously, on
thing that he does and in others for
FOR lOWAi SUFFRAGETTES
Sneel, when asked if his wife after everything that he fails to do. It IS
Dos Moines, Feb. 20. The low
eloping to Canadi with Boyce, had easy for a man to sit la his place In
not returned tq Texas because of the house and criticize, but let thf house of Iowa 3e;!.4a!,' ? t
charges filed against Boyce in Ft. eamo maa occupy; my position for passed a resolution, pro"
r- - cf
a few days and he will find that there submission to the
Worth, replied:
"No, sir, she came because I told is something more than honor con- suffrage amendm- t" " ' '' '
to - .
t&t I had coma there for her."
nected with the speakership, and that tion. The vote v
$l,:-30.3-

s

set-fort-

j
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.
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LUCAS UROE ITS PASSAGE

3

TREASURY DEPARTMENT IS PROB-INALLEGED NEGLECT, OF
DUTY BY EMPLOYES

Washington,

havoc-workin-

Lieutenant Governor Opposes Bill Approved
By Best Men of Town and City

USE

DODGES
QUICKLY.
SAVES HIS

THE COURT

II

COMMITTEE OF HOUSE TO

London, Feb. 20. Suffragettes paid
visit to the
another
Kew botanical gardens today and fired
a large refreshment pavilion, which
hurned.to the ground. Two women
wer arrested. The two young women
s
taken into custody gave their nan-.eSTANLEY DESIRES
as Lillian Lenton and Joyjj l.ocko,
each ..'2 years old.
A COMMERCE LA
They were caught while running
away from the fire. Each carried a
bag containing a dark lantern, some
cotton
soaked in oil, a hammer and
RESTRAIN
WOULD
HOLDING
a saw. The police told the court their
COMPANIES FROM MAKING
offense was not political, but highly
MERCANTILE SHIPMENTS.
criminal. Miss Locke thereupon hurlWashington, Feb, 20. Representa- ed at the magistrate a big lawbook,
tive Stanley of Kentucky today urged which narrowly escaped his head.
the house judiciary committee to
recommend the passage of his bill to
JOHNSON TOO ILL
prohibit holding companies from
in interstate commerce.
"The Sherman law,' said Mr. StanTO GO TO COURT
ley, "is easily elu'led and does not
prevent monopoly. "Reorganization
of the Standard Oil and American
Tobacco companies was just as iniq- THE PRIZE
FIGHTER SAID TO
uitous as the original trusts. To enBE SUFFERING FROM
force the Sherman kiw it must be
PNEUMONIA.
proved that there has been a combination in restraint of trade. There
Chicago, Feb. 20. Jack Johnsoa,
is no law to prevent a coal mine or the
pugilist, is ill at his home here
a factory from owning a railroad, but of
penumonia, according to a statethere is a law to prevent the railroad ment made by his attorney to Judge
owning the industrial corporation.
Carpenter in the United States disare - burgiar trict court
"Holding companies
tools of legitimate business. They
The court said that if the fighter
exist solely as subterfuges to escape was well
enough by February 25 he
the penalty of the law and they would be placed on trial charged with
should be abolished."
smuggling, leaving the charge of violating the Mann (white slave) act until later. Johnson was taken 111 SunPIGEONHOLE ENDED
day, but was reported to be improv-
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The lumber
which would not, compete with labor-iat Alsnioeordo
"'There was evidently a full oppre
has been
other industries and is an act of
lie growth of j YALE
jciation among the members jf the'
wi
tie town Las irt-- a checked, and the
legislation very cerditable to the
rule committee that the code of 1312 j
OSGfUl(lUl 6 OOTl
makers of Xew Mexico- - I U'f ' I
I development
cf the country in that j
had worked such satisfactoriy results!
So.d.xa.Paj.
'
.
'
.
J
.
v
i&nji
r
r
I.
i
L
ri
that the Hon. W. H.
:in the style of the game that altera-Uio- n
been deprived of greatly seeded inin that coda would be a mistake
elyn, then and now a member of tie
come, and its progress ana expansion
BimmTCK. FASHIONS
i if
legislature, either originated this mea
they intended to change wra
Impeded and de'.ayed. Gross Kelly &
sure, or was very prominent in Its
a known satisfactory game for a more i
Co. Lave been saijected to an ac-- j
COACH
enactment.
j
ex;ri.riental one. Hence they n.arit
tion for damages, which is still pend-- i
After the passage of the bill work
U w alterations.
Ing, for falinre to faHiil a contract
was commenced on both ends of this
"The one that is the most important
FOR- public highway and completed at each GERMAN INVENTOR PLANNED TO i for lumber rith which taey were on- - .nunnnu jwr-jtaJUDGE E. V. LONG COMES
HiiQ in tact, i ne oniy one that is likel
i
ur.iu.nu
ulu
i
" . (. ,
I
T nA
r
GO 47.003.003 KILLS 'N 12
dis(
U III I i .
f- y
end thereof for a considerable
WARD WITH AN EXCELLENT
HERO, IS NAMED TO PILOT
Ito affect the pla.- - itbe'f
t
the riimina-- i
t
uaza20
at
HOURS
more
miles
prosecuuon
or
;
tirin.
I
ag&iLst
SUGESTION TO LEGISLATORS
probably
VICTORY
BLUE
TO
tance,
ticn of the fiveyar-- l restriction on!
",!-- :
; tion by the
'Vv
each end. For some reason work was
territory or s:ae of otter
,
vvj
kicks. This wil, ',rin:; back the
J
.
--- a
.
and
the
discontinued
two
"
ends
V.
interestin
in
.w
an
already
,
eo.-mveu. Conn,
i lis, siUlity or the quirk
Long,
Judge E.
y
s max Howard Jones is to be tie formation one of ho most
communication to The Optic, comes j completed have never been finished,
The attorney general adds that "if ltwh of
Herr
I suggest that, inasmuch as this a trip to Mars in a skyrocket
Ya!e football team rCrjetho,I8 for surprising the opponents
forward with the suggestion that the
members of the legislature from San work, both of state and national im- - Canswidt, a rich Germaa manrfactur- - j tnese cases are dismiswd there wni;!rest fa, ha8 conie to Xeir HaTen MjIt taU.heg thpD1 ,,nawirej .vu, , "j
be in the near future a resumption of .
... .v.
.ise wuiwCiHirt:.i.
- ni,,r;t KIirTkriK . inrf
Miguel and Santa Fe counties could portance, has remained in this un- er, was, in 1SSS. conQdect that Lei
V. . . . . . . ...
IULS1II'
It I
lllf K,, .
uuu-r- r
the!
me
ana
me
finished
was
now
is
secure
to
it
time
condition,
it
j talked of
ieai,
do no better work than
ptnurm
the students
ndof the fullback. Tj9 bnUnce cf tlie:
ioj' contracts as
aiuonj
well as upon the lands j .a1;BirM foiinir,?
nffif-ia- l
an a'terations are mora for th srKe af;
completion of the scenic highway, should be taken up and at once com enthusiastic over the scheme that he
,i. a 01
Ket- - classi'ying doubifal
Uouncement by Captain Henry
nntirTinir thp nrinciDal cities ofipleted. The duty of the hour is to wrote a book of Lis plans and dedij
ruling.
that tiere should be nch early
f Erooklrn
those two counties. Judge Long says, j finish up and complete now the old cated it to Emperor William.
"One other rale aiight perhaps be
The vessel in which Herr Gaswindt
as the road was ordered built in 1903, enterprise. Not only Santa Fe and
mentioned that will b of int-?st tr i
mnr lmrisiatinn is not absolutely nec-- 1 Santa Fe county and the county of contemplated making the trip was to ' ican Limber company's co:. tracts, ba- tLdereradjatea alike had practically captains and coaches. That is .he!
pttijZZ SPRING 1913 smu nusii
In this work, be in the shape of a cartridge, which cause the timber on the state lands given op hope that the man was to be rule which in
are
would
San
interested
Miguel
hurry
doubtless
but
cssary,
its a!t?-- ( I form permits
csn be Howard Jones.
the completion of the work. The com- but also is the entire state. Let us was to attain its first momentum by j covered by these cottracu
The conti.iiied delay of returning to the gaau a
iUy.r whoj
DOW
cnt
by that company without when it was known that Jones '?
make a success, first of this little being shot from a huge cannon. This,
munication is as follows.
has been taken out
hej
Formerly
,
additional
before
20.
they
he
expense
stretch of public road. Complete it
figured, would carry it nearly to j feat
available had led the undergraduates could be thus ret.irned only at the
East Las Vegas, N. SI., Feb.
- w5tharaw their logging railroads from I
the
outer
will
limits
atmo
of
of
as
It
an
eartha
and
stand
r
tie
,
nr i:.-example
in
Editor Las Vegas Optic:
rrjjii Mimf njiri-m- i
' r ,;nntn"6
mr a ""'""enij.
I
pe.ioa.
.
;
region where tie lind lies."
may and should be done in all si.bere, and from then on it would
Ab the present session of the legis-iwhwas
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INVENTIO

What loner

of constant torture what sleeplessdaysnights
of
terrible
agony itch itch itch, constant Itch, until it seemed that I must
tear off my very skin then
Instant relief my Bkin cooled, soothed
and healed!
The very first drops of D.D.D. Pre- that awful
ucripiion xor mczema
Itch instantly: yes, stopped
the very moment
D.D.D. touched the burning skin the torture ceased. A 25c bottle nrnv
It
for years as
JOHN GOTT CAN SEND MESSAGES meD.D.D. has been known
rename eczema
umy aosoiuieiy
BY THE MORSE SYSTEM,
remedy, for it washes away the disease
germs and leaves the skin as clear and
IT IS CLAIMED.
healthy as that of a child.
All other druggists have D.D.D. Prescription go to them it you can't come
to
us but don't accept some big profit
20.
An
Boston, Feb.
invention that substitute.
But if you come to our store, we are
promises to revoltuionize the method
certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
of transmitting cable messages by so
that we offer you a full size bottle on
the application of the Morse system, this guarantee: If yon do not find that
It takes
the itch AT ONCE, it
heretofore believed .to be impossible, costs you away
not a cent.
was announced by President Clar- K. D. GOODALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
ence H. Mackay, at tne annual meeting of the Mackay companies today. coiled in a tank. After the trial h
"The most notable event of the laughingly acknowledged that he had
year In connection with your compan- not been very successful, as a dot
ies," said Mr. Mackay to the stock- sent into the cable was twenty-eigh- t
holders, "is an invention of John feet long when it came out at the
Gott, who has been the chief engin- other end.
" 'In fact,' he
eer of the Commercial
added, 'I thought that
Cable com
was never going to end.' "
dot
pany since its organization in 1884.
Mr. Mackay told the stockholders
He has invented a device by which
the Morse dot and dash signals can that the trustees had had no cause
as yet to change their viewsi concernbe used on long submarine cables
that is to say, messages can be sent ing competition from wireless teleby the ordinary land line Morse key graphy. During the last year trials
and read on
Morse sounder. This were made of wireless transmission,
invention surpasses in importance and the results, he said, proved that
anything that has been added to the this mode is far inferior to that of
submarine cables since tir William cable transmission.
A test conducted by a committee
Thomson and Cromwell Varley first
made the practical operation of Jong of the House of Parliament to determine the relative speed of cable and
submarine cables possible fifty-fiv- e
wireless messages showed that the
years ago.
"It is expected that Mr. Gott's in- time consumed in trt'ismitting a wirevention will make the 'able servlct less 'from London to New Tork was
nerve-rackin-

CABLES

'

three hours and forty-R:minutes
while the same message was sent by
cable in fifty-onminutes.
As to Governnent Cvners-ii- o
Mr. Mackay said that th-- invent!-- '
gatlon of the United States government of th.3 xroposition to take over
all the telegraph lines in the United
States proved trat the po:ii.iaster-genera- l
was rot satisfied from any
evidence before rim that these liuea
could be managed more c' nu.ir.ically
or any more efficiently than ' y private companies.
The annual retort of the companies shows that their financial condition is highly satisfactory, 'lhey earned a substantial surplus abo'i: tins
dividend requ'. ements io- - the preferred and vio.i'ifion shar-after
deductions im: lettermen'.s
Regarding 'he $12,on;i.'.u'i fund
which the companies have maintained since the sale of the American
Telephone stock three years ago,
Mr. Mackay stated that the fund was
still intact and available for any emergency that might arise, such as extensions or the taking up of a new
'line of business.
Sir Edmund B. Osier of Toronto,
Henry V. Meredith of Montreal and
George Clapperton of New York were
added to the board of directors of
the Mackay companies.
Sir Edmund B. Osier is a director
in the Canadian Pacific Railway. Mr.
of the
Meredith Is
Bank of Montreal.
e

j
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Pain along the back, dizziness
headache and general 'languor. Get a
package of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAP,
the pleasant root and herb
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinary troubles. When you feel all run
down, tired, weak and without energy use this remarkable combination
of nature's herbs and roots. As a
tonic laxative It has no equal. Mother
Is sold by drugGray's Aromatlc-i-iea- f
gists or sent by mail for 50 cents.
Address, The
Sample sent FREE.
Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
Do you know that more real danger
lurks In a common cold than in any
other of the minor ailments? The
safe way Is 'to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable

--

25

and rid yourself of the

as possible. This
as quickly
remedy is for sale by all dealers.

cold

Adv.

CLEANS THE HAIR
BEAUTIFUL

t

YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE.

preparation,

IT
CENT "DANDERINE

IN A FEW

MOMENTS YOUR, HAIR LOOKS SOFT, FLUFFY, LUSTROUS
AND ABUNDANT NO FALLING HAIR OR DANDRUFF

Surely try a "Danderine Hair
Cleanse" if you wish to Immediately
double tbe beauty of your hair. Just
moisten a cloth with Danderine and
draw It carefully through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time, this
will cleanse the hair of dust, dirt or
any excessive oil In a few moments
yon will he amazed. Your hair will be
wavy, fluffy and abundant and possess
an Incomparable softness, lustre and
luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer
of true hair health.
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of Danderine dissolves every
particle of Dandruff: cleanses, purifies

and

TO

WOMAN

g

FOR SENDING

as flexible as the land service. It
links up cables or land lines of both,
or alternate cables and laud lines,
and is an achievement which inventors and the foremost scientists in
the world in cable working have
striven to attain ever since the first
Atlantic cable was laid.
"The first transatlantic cable was
destroyed by forcing a powerful electric current through it in the attempt
to employ tbe Morse alphabet of dots
and dashes, liver since that time
continuous but always unsuccessful
attempts have been made to discover
some method of using the Morse system of 'dot' and 'dash' signals.
"The
effect of this invention on all kinds of telegraph
transmission, both by land and sea.
cannot at this time be definitely stated, but the Commercial Cable Company believes t.iat by this invention
it will be possible to transmit through
automatic receivers, telegraph signals all around the woi'id. The Commercial Cable Company has acquired
the rights to this invention and has
taken out patents all over the world.
"It should be mentioned that of
the very limited number of improvements In submarine cable working
Mr. Gott's invention is the third invention of prime importance produced by members of me Commercial
Cable Company's staff, inventions
which the rest of the cable world was
quick to appreciate and adopt, namely, the vibrator, by the late Charles
Cuttriss, for which he received first
prize at the Paris exposition of 1887;
the automatic transmitters of T. J.
Wilmot and Charles Cuttriss, and
now the Morse cable system by John
Gott. This invention of Mr. Gott
transforms into a reality the dream
of cable engineers ever since the first
Atlantic cable was laid in 1858.
New Laurels for Company
"Mr. Gott's invention is only the
latest evidence that the Commercial
Cable Company is still what it always
has been a progress, ve, aggressive,
competing company determined to
hold Its
position by meritorious improvements in international telegraph service.
"Some years ago Thomas Edison
took
a very excellent automatic
Morse arrangement to England, and
in the course of his experiments tried to pass dots and dashes through a
cable about one thousand miles long.

SINGER CASE

invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping Itching and falling hair.
Danderine Is to the hair what fresh
showers of rain and sunshine are to
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
them.
Invigorates and sttrengUtans
Its exhlllaratlng, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to
grow abundantly long,
strong and
beautiful.
You can surely have pretty, soft,
lustrous hair, and lots of it. If you
will just get a 25 cent bottle
of
Knowlton's Danderine from ny drus
store or toilet counter and try It as
directed.
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LAUDED

HIS TROUBLE

NOT OF HEART

AS A

Facts la Regard To F.
Huffman's Illness. Relief 0b
tained By Curing tiis
Stomach Ailments.

Res!

Find

Help in Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable

SELFMARTYR

Compound.
CHARLES
AMD
KRAMER
HIS
WIFE WILL BE TRIED FOR
MURDER OF THE GIRL.

EFFACED HERSELF RATHER THAN
Ohio.
Bellevue,
"I was in a terrible BRING ON SCANDAL BECAUSE
OF HIS WEAKNESS
state before I took Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Chicago, Feb. 20 All preparations
have been completed for the opening
on next Monday in the criminal court
of the trial of Charles Kramer, alias
Conway, a former circus clown, acrobat and high diver and his allegeu
wife, Lillian Beatrice Ryall Conway,
a vaudeville performer with a character past and many aliases, who are
charged with having murdered Miss
Sophia G. Singer, a wealthy young
woman from Baltimore, on the night
of October 28, 1912. The case has

jit":

being well and

strong. After taking Lvdia E. Pink- ham's Vegetable Compound I improved
rapidly and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot say too much for vour Compound.
considerable attention, owing Would not be without it in the house if
to the peculiarity of some of its feat it cost three times the amount."
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Belleures and the sensational
circumstances under which Conway and his vue, Ohio.
wife were arrested a few days after
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
the murder
Miss Sophia G. Singer, the victim continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
of the crime, was the daughter of
trial.
surely has remedied many
the late Frank G. Singer, formerly a cases of Itfemale
ills, such as inflammawealthy business man in Baltimore. tion, ulceration, displacements, tumors,
The family is well connected. Miss irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
Singer was wealthy in ner own name, and it may be exactly what you need.
having inherited $30,000 from her
The Pinkham record is a proud and
father's estate. About a year ago peerless one. It is a record of constant
6he became acquainted with Win. R. victory over the obstinate ills of woman
ills that deal out despair.
It is an esWorthen, then a street railway conductor in Baltimore. She fell in love tablished fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
with him and early in October of 'last health
to thousands of such suffering
she
year
gathered together .ter jew- women. Why don't you try it if you
els and about $1,000
in cash and need such a medicine?
with Worthen to Chicago.
eloped
They rented furnished rooms in a 28, a short time after Miss
Singer
rooming house at 3229 Indiana ave- met her death. It is believed
that
nue and lived there together to the since the
arrest of the couple the
Their room police authorities have collected a
day of the murder.
neighbors in the same apartment large amount of evidence of a serwere Charles Kramer, alias Charles ious nature
and that upon the
A. Conway, and his alleged wife, a
strength of this evidence the prosecuvaudeville singer known as "Beat- tion will
demand that both defendrice Ryall," "Mayme Coyne," "Grace
ants, If found guilty, be sentenced1 to
Coyne" and Lillian
Beatrice Ryall pay the death
penalty for their crime
Conway. Kramer nad formerly been
a circus performer, but had lost one
of his legs through an accident. It "CASCARETS" BEST
FOR THE BOWELS
is alleged that Kramer and his wife
were practically down and out and j
were befriended and financially as-- . Nc Headache, Bad Taste, Sour Stomach or Coated Tongue By
sisted by Miss Singer and Worthen.
Morning
On the evening of October 28, Wor
it is more necessary that you keep
then left his sweetheart alone In
their apartment and attended to some your bowels, liver and. stomach clean,
business matters. When he return- pure and fresh than it is to keep the
sewers and drainage of a large city
ed to the house
shortly after midfree from obstruction.
night he found Miss Singer dead in
Are you keeping clean inside with
her room. She had been bound and
Cascarets or merely forcing a pasgagged and beaten to death with a
few days with salts,
"billy" improvised out (of an iron sageway every
or castor oil? This Is
cathartic
pills
door knob
in a handker-

Mr

wrapped

chief. Her skull was crushed and her Important.
the stomach,
body had been rolled' up In a blanket regulate

Worthen
aroused the neighbors
and informed, the police, giving a
minute account of his movements
from the moment he left the house
until he returned to the apartment
and found the body of his sweetheart.
He was arrested on suspicion and a
thorough search of the apartment
was made by the detectives. The Investigation brought to light that
Kramer and his wife had left the
house between 10 and 11 o'clock on
the evening of the murder and had
not returned to their apartment. A
thorough search was made for them,
as the police authorities began to suspect that the couple had something
to do with the murdor of Miss Singer.
It was known that Miss Singer
had a considerable sum of money in
her possession at the time of her
death, but when the apartment was
searched after the murder no money
or jewelry was found by the detectives. Worthen was able to establish
a complete alibi and was released
from confinement after a day or two.
Kramer and his wife wero traced
through several states and on October 31 were arrested in a hotel at
Lima, O., where they had arrived the
same morning. They had registered
as Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Crowley of
Sidney, O. Both denied all guilty
knowledge of the crime, although
they admitted having read about it.
Separately Kramer and his wife were
closely questioned by the poilee and
their statements were so conflicting,
their attempts to clear themselves
and to throw suspicion upon other
persons, so clumsy, that both were
held without bail and turned over o
the Chicago police authorities.
When Kramer was arrested 111
were found in his pocket. He explained that before no left Chicago
Miss Singer had given him $35. He
also had two new suits which he
claimed Miss Singer had given htm.
He had several scratches on his face
for which he could give no plausible
explanation. Through a chain of
circumstantial evidence it was established that Kramer and his wife had
left the house on Indiana avenue between 11 and 12 o'clock on Oetober

remove
remove

the
the

regulate ten stomach,
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
system the constipated waste matter and poison in the intestines and
bowels.
No oddg how badly and upset yon
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straighten you out by morning. They work
while you sleep. A
box from
your druggist will keep your b.eJ
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regulate for months. Don't

forget the children their , little
need a good, gentle cleansing,
too.

I

Com-

pound. My back
acheduntil I thought
it would break, 1 had
pains all over me,
nervous feelings and
periodic troubles. I
was very weak and
run down and was
losing hope of ever

Adv.

WHITE SOX TO THE COAST
Chicago, Feb. 20. Piloted by Jimmy Callahan a score of the players
upon whom Owner Comiskey depends
to win the American league pennant
for the White Sox this season leave
Chicago tonight 'by special train for
California, where the spring training
of the Sox will take place. At various
points en route other of the playen
will be picked up, bo that the entire
lineup, including both the veterans
and the "rookies" will be in the party
when the destination is reached. The
objective point Is Paso Routes, where
ten days will be spent In limbering
up. Then the squad will be divided
Tbe first tMtn will play a two weeks'
with
engagement In San Francisco,
short jumps 1o surrounding towns between games. The second team will
play in Los Angeles In tbe meantime
and at the end of the two weeks'
period the two teams will change
places. On March 31 the teams will
start east by different routes and will
engage in games in numerous cltlet
and west before
In the southwest
reaching home for the opening of the

BOY SCOUTS
R.

m

dommiio
SHOT LAD

Waynesyiile.N. C Mr. F. R. Huffman, YOUNGSTERS IN UNIFORM AID
of this city, says : " I suffered dreadfully
IN CHASE OF "MOVING
with what I thought was heart trouble,
PICTURE JOE."
and tried various medicines in vain.
New York, Feb. 20 Joseph Vir
After other remedies had failed, Thee
fords
restored me to ginia, 30, a Mexican, living at No.
7G7 Sixty-fiftstreet, Brooklyn, finhealth. I would not feel safe withoui
ished posing for moving pictures in
in the house. 1 considei
Dyker Meadows at 5:3u o'clock yesit worth its weight in gold.
terday afternoon and started for his
It cured my indigestion, and bv this home.
In the two months he nas
means I was restored to health. I can
been In this country such work has
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
been his sole occupation, and in his
Good heallh depends on the condition
he is known as "Movneighborhood
of your digestion. Poor digestion and
Picture Joe."
ing
good health do not go together.
He was clad in khaki, puttees.

Ne wYork, Feb. 20. Reticence observed about the widow of James R.
Hammond, the typewriter inventor, by
intimate friends of Mrs. Hammond in
has aroused the interest of the few
relatives who may contest hia will, ,
New York who were cognizant of the
circumstances of her marriage and
separation.
Hammond bequeathed $2,000,000 to
the Metropolitan museum, but did not
name in his will the woman he wooed
Thedford's Black-Draugwill spurred boots and a sombrero when
for years befot'3 he won her, whese
cleanse and set in order youi he reached Sixth avenue and
thoroughly
memory he cherished clos.j to the
Sixty- time of his death. Should the suit digestive system.
fifth street. On this corner boys
It has done this for others, during the were
of the Inventor's brother come before
gathered. As Virginia passed
the New York courts testimony will past 70 years, and is today the mosl he became the object of their atten
not be lacking to obtain what those popular vegetable liver remedy on the tions. In addition to other names,
market. Try it.
who know the widow best regard as
they called him a "greaser."
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c
her lawful rights. It Is contended by
Virginia, greatly angered, stopped
those nearest to the Hammonds that
and, turning to the youths, told them
there was no divorce, and that the nity, Janet and her brother, Robert, to mind their own business. That
wife, bearing a stainless name, rather who recently died in Ohio, were the command, uttered with a determina
tion that was apparent in his facial
than bring about open scandal, quietly only children.
When his daughter displayed a tal- expression, incited the boys to more
effaced herself when she found she
was powerless to influence her hus- ent for music, Judge Maxwell sent enthusiastic continuance of their re
her to her to Boston to study, where, marks.
band in fighting his weakness.
she reOne Shot In Air; Then, Boy Hit.
A woman widely known In this city under careful chaperonage,
Virginia lost what little patience
for her public work, and official stand mained until recalled by the illness
ing, who holds herself in readiness to and death of her mother. It was in remained. He jerked a revolver from
reveal step by step the open life and Boston that she met Mr. Hammond. his pocket As the youths, seeing
For years he courted her in vain. It It, fled, he fired it, pointing the muznobiilty of character which made Mrs,
Hammond beloved as girl and woman, w.as not until Judge Maxwell had mar zle upward. Then he lowered it and.
ried again that Janet consented to In the wake of the scurrying crowd,
gave her story.
become
Hammond's wife.
fired again.
Bart-lett
"People have spoken of James
That bullet entered the right arji
Tall, slender, brown-haireand blue-eyeHammond's wife as if she were
Mrs. Hammond was a woman of of 15 year old Frank Stechel of
connected with so distant a past that
street. He fell.
none could remember her," said this distinguished appeaarnco and cae No. C70 Sixty-fift- h
sponsor. "As a matter of fact, Mrs. rlage when she first came to New His cry halted his friends. They
toHammond's
from the York. They made their home in the turned and saw Virginia, sprinting
life of her husband occurred about 11 Osborne apartment house on Wei ward his home. Boys took Frank
street and the peoplL on a street car to the home of Dr.
lyears ago and after they had been
who
their home were not Henry McGowan at 9521 Fourth avefrequented
bIx
married for almost
years. She
made no protest to her friends. While those to whom her husband introduced nue.
Two members of the crowd hurried
her, but Mrs. Hammond s personal
lie was not very often in evidence
a strangely silent man, very much old- friends. While she betrayed no social to the Fort Hamilton police station
er than his wife it was general'y ambitions Mrs. Hammond moved In a and told the story. Others circulated through the neighborhood gasping
supposed that in the ordinary sense circie Deruung ner station and up
out details well colored by imaginaof the term they were happy. So bringing.
tion.
was
Mrs.
It
after
Hammond
long
swiftly and silently did she make her
Detectives Henry and Dwyer wero
c: it that her closest friend, tn.3 wife had left his home that a touch of
was
to
lent
the
the
oe. a
barely out of the police station when
story by
high official who was aceusi'.onied pathos
news reached' iMtth avenue and
the
that
Hammond
had
discovery
expendt
to
her every two or three Jays,
ed the greatest care on a horse his Seventieth street, where troop No.
a. rived one afternoon I) find.
pone.
23 of the Boy Scouts, attached to
In response t othe caller's questions wife had valued.
Mrs. Hammond, who Is in Germany, Christ Episcopal church at Second
U.
Ham-inJiranese butlir said Mrs.
avenue and ueventy-thir- d
street, was
i. , nc longer lived :n the apart- will fight for her share of her husTne
Joined the
estate.
band's
boys
maneuvering.
ment. Dd Mr. Hammond?
Certainstreet In
detectives at Sixty-fiftvas still his home.
ly
anxious haste they stepped the two
HEALTH WARNING
Greatly mystified and distressed,
Chilled and wet feet result in con blocks to Virginia's home. His room
this wo.nan, throng'., a man in the
getting the internal organs, and in
on the top floor of a detached
Hammonds" immediate circle, contriv- flammation of the kidneys and blad is
house.
Whfie the detectives sprang
ed to learn her friend's address. She der, with rheumatic twinges and pain
Scouths ranged
wrote to ask the explanation and re- in back, generally follow. Use Folej up the stairs the Boy
Pills. They are the best medi themselves around tne building.
Kidney
ceived In return the simple statement cine made for all disorders of the kid
Virginia was not in his room. Dwy
there are some things which cannot be neyB, for bladder Irregularities, ant
saw a ladder leaning to the scuter
discussed even with nearest and dear- for backache and rheumatism. They
tle.
He and Henry ascended. The
do
not
contain
habit
forming drugs
est. Mrs. Hammond's letter was full
Tonic In action, quick results. O. G scuttle wouldn't give way. It was
of kindness and farewell. She never Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
evident some one was sitting on it.
wrote again. Soon she left the coun Adv.
It was five minutes before persisttry. She left behind her all that had
ent effort dislodged Virginia. The
SPEEDY JUSTICE
been connected with her married life.
detectives get to the ror.f qalckly and
Her only refuge was In silence. It
Gulfport, Miss., Feb. 20. No ground
e
him. He was not in a
was not until yeaas after, when some for complaint of the delays of the grabbed
mood and came
meekly
of the truth leaked out about Mr. law Is to be found In the case of
downstairs.
Hammond's
Ineffectual
struggle Percy Newklrk, a negro, who is un
A wild shout from the Boy Scouts
against his weakness that her friends der sentence to be hanged here to- signalled his appearance
on the
Just four weeka, will have street.
wholly realized the sacrifice and nob- morrow.
four
boys,
Eight
walking
elapsed between the murder of which abreast, marshalled in front of him
ility of Mrs. Hammond's attitude.
She was Janet Maxwell, the daugh- the negro was convicted and his exe- and the
detectives; the others fell In
ter of A. C. Maxwell, a circuit court cution. On tne morning of January
and it was with a dignified,
behind,
Mrs. 21 Newkirk shot and killed Chief of
judge of May City, Michigan.
majestic escort that Virginia wn?
He was im taken to the
Maxwell came of the Hart family Police Charles Dickey.
po'ilce station.
which also stood high in the commit- - mediate! yarrested and confessed to
He admitted he had fired the shots,
the crime. Within three hours hfl
but said h did so merely to frighten
was placed on trial and an hour later
the boys, not to him them, Their
he was convicted and sentenced to
Ths
taunts had driven him to it, he said.
death. The jury was out less than
After Virginia had been put In a
Joyful Sound three minutes. The spaed with which cell the Boy Scouts, forming ranks
the trial was conducted was due to
Baluted
the lieutenant end
The Wonderful Muaic that Bunt Forth the desire of the authorities to avoid again,
marched out.
When the Stork Arrive.
a possible lynching.
Young Stechel's slight wound wa
Thnt funny, little, brassy cry that echoes
dressed by Dr. McGowan and he was
tiie arrival of. the new buliy la perhapa the
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Tluren St, King
ston. N. Y. (full name furnished on sent home.
application) had suah decided benefil
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
Here is a message of hope and good
Compound that she shares her good cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, liocne
fortune with others. She writes: Mill, Va., who Is the mother of 18
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
brought my voice back to me during stomach trouble and constipation by
a severe case of bronchitis and laryn chamberlain's
Tablets
after
fle
gills. Oh, how many people I have years cf suffering and now recommost cherlnlipd remembrance of our lives. recommended it to." 0. Q. Schaefe? mends these tablets to the public. Sold
Anil thousands of happy mothers owe their
by all dealers. Adv.
to health and strcnKth to and Ked Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Black-Draug-

ht

h

i

Black-Draug-

ht

ht

Fifty-sevent-

h

T,K-i-

t;

h

,

qnar-retlsom-

fatting

iireservatton
Thin Is an external remedy that Is applied to the ahiiomlnitl muscles.
It relieve! alt the tension, prevents
tenderness and
cnahles the mnselea
to expand gently,pain,nl, when bahy comes,
the muscles relax nnlurallv, the form la
preserved without, Incemtlon or other no
eideut.
Yon will flnd Mother's Friend on aale. at
almost any
mure, as It Is one of the
nlaiwlnrd, reliable remedies that irranU-tnothe- rs
have relied upon.
season.
everywhere
championship
With Its dally use dorlns the period of
expectation, there Is no weakness, non
Icknoaa, tin
Jiausea, no morning
or strain of any kind, lis pain,
Influence
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving neat
Is truly remarkable, as tt penetrates the
recommends
Fa
Mo,
strongly
Yukon,
tissues and renders thorn pliant and easily
by the demamts of nature. Von
ley's Honey and Tar Compound and governed
be surprised at Its wonderful fTect and
says: "I nave been advised by my will
a
what
trrateful relief It affords,
famiiy doctor to use Foley's Honey
to vounpc women Mother'
Especially
and Tar Compound for my children Friend la one of the jcioatest of !!
when there was a cough medicine
You will flna this wonderful remedy on
needed. It always gives the best of ale at the store where you trade, or 'they
Will
fret It for yon. Jt Is prepared hv
satisfaction and I recommend it to
Regulator Co., 136 Ijniiar liiiikiing,
others." 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Atlanta, Ga. Write
them for a very valubook to expectant woUiers,
able
Adv.
Co.
Drug

Itrad-Bel- d

NEW LEAGUE IN SOUTHWEST
Tulsa, Okla., Fob. 20. The promoters of the new Southwestern Baseball
league assembled here today to complete their organization. The circuit.
according to present plans, will comprise the cities of Shreveport, La.,
Fort Smith, and Little Rock, Ark.;
Springfield and Joplln, Mo.; and Oklahoma City, Muskogee
and Tulsa,
Okla.

For a sprain you will find Chamber-Iain'liniment excellent It allays
the pain, removes the soreness, and
soon restore the parts to a
healthy
condition. ?K and 50 cent bottles for
sale by all dealers. Adv.
s

This Is the Reason of the vear when
mothers feel verv much concRrKed
over the frequent colda contracted by
their children, and have abunrta?!!
reason for it as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
paves the way for the more
ss
diseases that to often fnNnw ri,m.
berlaiu's CouRh Remedy is famous for
its cures, and Is pleasant and safo to
iane. ror saie by all dealers. Adv.
Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
Nebr.. on Bonesteel Division of C. and
N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Fclev
Kidney Pills and says: "i have u"l
Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfactory results and endorse their use for
any one afflicted with kidney trouhift
They are all rifrht." O. Q. Bcbaer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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spector knew, and thereafter gave again, and once more ofiered him a
Turner his hearty support The re- position with the Weeunghouse com
ESTABLISHES 1879
pair shop was overcrowded with work pany. turned again declined.
On
and traffic was congested for a time, his way from the hotel 10 the sta
but there were fewer wrecks on the tion he changed his. mind and re
Publised By
Santa Fe.
turned to hunt up Mr. Herr.- - He r.e
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
The car Inspector made such an im- cepted Herr's offer,-anthere came
(Incorporated)
pression on the superintendent of mc to him two of the most remarkable
tive power that he was' taken into testimonials a railroad man ever has
M. M. PADGETT....
EDITOR
the Bhops at Topeka, where he was received.
t
nit rn
Hi
s
it
The Santa, Fe refused to let him i
better paid and had a wider scope for
V.
TURNER, his activity. He took a deep interest go, and It was only on the ground
STORY OF WALTER
Coffee-makingbecomesle- ss
v
WESTINGHOUSE
INVENTOR,
in air brakes. George Westinghouse that his work would be ot great value
ON SANTA FE PAY ROLL
had revolutionized railroading by the to the whole world that the railroad
of a fine
Entered at the poatoffice at East
and more of an exact science
invention of the air brake, but the consented to lend him to the West
Las Vegas, New Mexico, or transmls-tio- i
men brakeinen, railorads, in the
A lot of railroad
outhe
inghouse
finished
until
90s,
company
had
early
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
through the United States mil conductors and engineers had gather- stripped the invention.
some experiments upon wnich he was
K
1
if,
second class matter.
,
ed about a wreck that was piled up
The air brake, as developed by West engaged.
eicm-;.'t.-----n
onlv- is Dercolation
u
Nexkthe Brotherhood of
- hv
--i )
UIC Mglll
'
J
on the prairie in Wycmlr. They sat inghouse, was capable of giving good Locomotive
Engineers and Train
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
while service on passenger trains up to sev men came forward. The organizaway and the dainty way to brew
around,- smoking and talking,
Daily, by Carrier;
they waited for the wrecking crew to en or eight cars, If the cars were tion asked him to stay with the San
conee, but it is the economical
t .05 come. A culvert had given away, the light; or on a freight train, if the ta Fe, and offered m pay him whatrer Cot
way
15
tme Ww.k
rails had been torn loose from the train was of no more than 40 or 50 ever difference in salary there was
as
well.
All
the
aroma and strength
65
Ob
Month
spikes, and dozens of cars had been cars. But passenger equipment had between' that paid by the Santa Fe
. ...
Dna Year
of
and
that
smashed into kindling wood.
the
the
coffee bean is conserved nri
become heavier, freight trains had
promised by
WestingTurner went to Pittsburg.
Dally by Mail
While the railroad men were wait1
longer, and locomotives much house.
you can make coffee right
One Year
ing, with more or less patience, a soli- bigger. The air brake would hold the The understanding was that he was
table
it?:
your
tix Months
tary man came wandering over the cars up to its limited capacity, but to return to the ban- t- Fe as Boon as
and
quickly
easily.
was ineffective beyond that. When the special work tne Westingprairie. He was a sheep herder.
There is nothing more dreary and the brake was applied the forward cars house people had ror him to do was
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
monotonous that herding eheep, and would be held,' but the rear cars would accomplished. But ne is with the
GROWER
the
wreck was a Godsend to the herd bump and bump, and when the brake Westinghouse people today, though
$2.06
One Year
is a durable device whose
for it gave him something to di- was taken off and the train started he is still carried on the rolls of the
attractiveness
er,
III Months
' ieal
makes
an
He Joined the there would be jerking: and a strain Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
of
vert his thoughts.
gift
worth.
lasting
WJr
.Jii Villi 'VI , MK
group of railroad men looking at the' that not infrequently meant the null-- !
Pittsburg was a delight" to Turner. George Westinghouse had been
(Cash In Advance Tor Mall Subscrip- tangled mass of cars and asked a few ing out of draw bars..
vegas
tions)
The sheep herder, who in the Wyom- his Idea'l for years. He used to think
questions." He stayed about until the
Remit by draft, check or money wrecking crew arrived. At last, when ing solitude had spent days and nights that, if he could see Mr. Westingi'fr
COMPANY
rder. H sent otherwise we will not it was time for him to go, he picked up over that piece of air brake taken out house on the other side of the street
toe responsible for lose.
piece of metal. It was a portion of of a wreck, now, spent days and nights he would be happy in the privilege
an airbrake. He asked one of the in the Santa Fe shops studying the of merely having a view of so great
Specimen copies free on
men what it was, and the man ex air brake that was used on the Santa a man. What then must have been
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Cary
of the New Mexico Bar association. by the
urge! the
execution in one of
trying not to divulge to (the waiting
different over the results in Mexico lias mentioned. The general stafi farmers to devote a portion of their
In
to
New
Mexico
reference
of
the
court
the national palace
Judge
yards
clerk the nature of their errand,
feels it unnecessary to add to the time and capital to the
Saltillo is quiet.
raising of liveVincent said: "I never think of New today of a bugler who had fired on City.
.
border patrol.
Finally the clerk coughed, ahemed
stock, Instead of staking all on the
Durango Accepts Huerta.
Mexico without pleasant recollections his superior officer.
and then asked what service he could
News of the change was received
cotton crop. The meeting will conKenneth Turner of Los Augslsv.
be to the the the delegation. In of the climate and the future of the
Believes Intervention Necessary.
with great joy in Durango, where tne
clude
its business tomorrow.
state."
who was arrested as a spy for enter
Austin, Tex., Feb. 20. Governor
stantly all eyes were turned on tbf
asfederal
and
commander
governor
n
his
visit
dur-inthe
lines
the
During
with a camera
ing the rebel
city
daughter and the brother r.nd the!
sured Consul Hamm they would ac- Colquitt asserted today that the acEXPERT REMAINS FIRM,
saw many of the old timers
the battle, was released today.
tion of federal authorities In making
the red blood began to tear through judge
Kansas City, Feb. 20. Attempt by
was pleased with the improve- Turner had given some of the rebel cept the Huerta government. Federal
and
their cheeks.. Still no one spoke.
and local officials in Vera Cruz prom- plans for the removal of United the defense to shake the testimony
ments that nave taken
since outposts i.n assumed name. The disTht-ised Consul Canada that order wilt States troops from the Mexican bor- of the state's expert witness, Dr. Lud-wl- g
su:or.ly tha voice of the "Pig his last visit to the city, place
which was covery of this and of a letter signed
Brother" boomed out: "Oh, give 'em
be
maintained. Consul Edwards sayf der had given rise to the Impression
Hektoen, of the University of
23 years ago. Judge Vincent left this by Madero In his
possession resulted Cuidad Juarez is
a marriage license, that's what they
among people in tnat section that in- Chicago, failed at today's session of
and
the
that
quiet
afternoon for his home in Chicago. in his detention.
want."
and be the Hyde murder trial, when the ex
news from the national capital was tervention was inevitable
Cabinet Will Decide Fate.
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with
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said
Chapter II
little
calmly stated that things ae
surprise.
SEVEN CHILDREN PERISH.
The fate of Francisco Madero is
cans and Mexicans populating ' the had advised in a book written several
Out of the court house the little
had
heard
been
reb
the
from
nothing
Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 20 Seven to be left In the hands of the new
party came all smiles but mostly
els In the outlying districts whose ac- border towns nad been growing more years ago were Quito Inapplicable to
children,
ranging in age from 1 to 12 cabinet and doubtless will be decided
intense dallq. It was this phase of present day conaitions.
blushes.
came
Then
the still hunt
tions might make the future
were burned to death last tonight.- - The
is now the
federal action that had been eausrng
for a parson or Justice, but it seemed' years,
On
by Attorney
when the home of their par- personal prisoner of General Huerta,
the most trouble, the governor said. Walsh for the defense Dr. Hektoen
none could be found. In desperation night
in
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Washington
again
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Mr. and Mrs. George Smith, who, refuses to accept the responsi
ents,
At present, he declared, there .lire admitted that la
the secretary of the Y. M. C. A. was
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performing tn
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General
Huerta
stroyed
parents
the point
and other border cities, and it 'has followed instructions set forth In his
williufc to perform the cedemony, was
tions.
absent from home at the time.
of permitting Madero and Suarez to
been
necessary to call Texas rangers book on the technique of autopsies,
not licensed.
At last a preacher was
New
Government Depends on Congress
The father and mother had been in leave the country, but was counselled
and National Guardsmen to proWt which said that frozen bodies should
secured, ;the knot tied,, the first kiss
new
Mexican
The
of
the
stability
the ctiy (purchasing supplies and to delay action by. close friends, who
people and property. The movement not be thawed withJaot water.
planted congratulations and the sec made the
or considered it probable that Madero go vera meat, in the opinion of officials of federal soldiers
gruesome
discovery
from the" border
ond chapter closes as' all goo chap"That book was written in 1S93,"
will
exon
the
depend entirely
their return. Many of the packages would use his freedom o hatch new here,
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to
80 miles the witness said. "Since
country
Marfa,
ters should close, "they lived happy
to
tent
lead
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that tlma
Huerta
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ever afterward."'
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to recognize the dl from the river, has left that part of methods of embalming have changed
willing
Small
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almost
The
dy.
bodies,
provisional president declared
the state open to the maraudings' of somewhat and methods of
Chapter III
the city, purchasing supplies and he would place the case of Madero reeling powers of the Mexican
bands of Mexicans who' are Veported autopsises also have beenconducting
The next day the following article
altered.
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"jljuder the guise of an official of "LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
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every
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Last will and testament of Ellen
resentatives today passed on third all had been prepared for their ex- people.
quality.
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reading
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dealings," he said.
State of New Mexico, County of San
So long as Mexicans alone are In- proscribing equipment for coal mines not relieved until shortly after noon
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Miguel.
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by Representative
of affairs.
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Ferguson, requiring rail
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To All Whom It May Concern, Greet- the Calumet and Hoc'ia Mining com- roads to
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ing:
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morning prevented a vote were In a state of deep dejection, as Mexico might unofficially tree their federal troops at Agua Prieta today
in and for the county and state afore.
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FROCK

WIRED

Thursday morning Louise Erwin
dropped in on her way downtown and
fcold me that she was going to try on
she had seen at one of
a frock-tha- t
the stores.
Tve about made up my mind to buy
It, If It is Btill there," she said, "for
tt is very stylish and pretty and is a
good bargain besides. It Is only about
half what it was earlier In the season
when I first saw it and I think it will
bt) becoming to me."
"How would you like the benefit of
my advice," I asked, laughingly. "I've
a notion to go with you and give you
an expert opinion."
"That's very good of you," said
Louise.
So, an hour latei, Louise stood before me with a childishly pleased and
expectant look on her face. Although
ehe Is two years older than I, Louise
often seems ridiculously young and

"It's quite pretty," I replied, "but
PROMISING TO MARRY HER
aren't you afraid that chiffon tunic will
bo quite out of style next fall? That
sort of thing has been worn so much
this winter that probably It will be
dropped altogther."
"You known I don't try to keep up
with the fashions," said Louise. "If
I can get something that is pretty and
becoming I don't care whether it's
the latest thing or not."
"Well, of course, it you don't mind
being a back number," 1 began.
"This is the latest design," interposed the saleswoman, "and it will
be good style for as long as any one
would wish to wear it,"
"But my friend wears her things
longer than most persons," I explained,
"and I don't like to see her get something that isn't especially becoming."
"Why, don't you think I look well
r this gown?" Louise asked, rather
sharply. She appeared to be vexed
because I did not rave oyer the gown.
"Well, you know, dear, an overdress
effect like that Is apt to make a perElla Dick Is a very promising felson look rather stout," I explained. low.
"I think one should be particularly
Stella Why don't you sue him for
careful not to wear anything that adds
of promise?
breach
and
it
like
if
size.
to the
you
Still,
if you don't mind looking rather large,
it by all means."'
WISHES FOR HIS SUCCESS
"I certainly don't want It If I'm
to look like a mountain in it."
Louise began to take oft the frock
very crossly. "I suppose you haven't
anything else that would Bult nie?"
the turned to the saleswoman,
"Nothing at this price that Is nearly
so beautiful. You see, this Is one of
our imported models. I don't under-slan- d
how it happened to be marked
so low. I can show you something

P

m

(b--

g

less dressy.''
"No, thank you, I want a really
handsome costume," said Louise, looking regretfully at the soft folds of silk
and chiffon. Then as we left the store
she asked me: "What are you going
to wear at our Dix Amies reception

cide."
"I had thought of wearing that gown.
I do wish it had been all right for me."
"It's too bad that you are disap-

pointed," I said, sympathetically.
Artist I'm thinking very strongly
"But surely there's no occasion for any
(special dressing at our Dix Amies re- of going on the stage.
Mode
Well, I hope you'll draw betception. You will look nice in any of
ter houses than you do Dictures.
your pretty little frocks."
Saturday evening I was taking off
'my wraps at the reception when
COULDN'T SEE THEM
'Louise came toward me in a nun-lik- e
.gown of gray.
"You see," she said, "I took your
'hint to dress plainly and "
Then, looking at me In astonishment, she exlaimed,
"Why, Luclle,
hat have you got on? You don't
mean to say that you bought that
(lovely frock you wouldn't let me got!"
:
'I laughed gently. "You were a free
.agent, Louise," I replied, "and as you
decided against the frock it occurred
to me that perhaps I could use it,
so I went back to the store yesterday
and found that it fitted me perfectly.
Then I thought I might as well wear
It tonight."
"Wen'E't you afraid of looking stout
In it?" she ssked In a really unpleas,

ant

She Women like to be admired by
men.
He Then why do they always try
to knock out men's eyes with their

HARD

ON

HIMSELF

An old Englishwoman, who was extremely Btout, was making vain efforts to enter the rear door of an
lomnibus.
The amused driver leaned
.over good nnturedly, and said In a

confidential tone:
"Try sideways, mother; try Bide
iways!"
The old woman looked up breath-iessly- ,
and replied:
"Why, bless, ye, James, I ain't got
BO sideways." Youth's Companion.
J

Might Have Been Worse.
Ianiel E. Sickles, on the ocof his ninety-seconbirthday,
KEld ot contentment:
"When an old man sits down and
reams cf what he might have been.
there's a good deal more contentment
fa looking down then up."
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"Willie

Good Advice.
Papa, Fido was just hit by

taxi.
;
Papa All
tfor a taxjil'-ruiij'-

t

riKUt.

Willie;
The f'aHiflndr,
Mr-phon-e
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Mr. Collier Downe There are a
whole lot worse men in this world
than I am.
Mrs. Collier Downe Don't be suet
a pCMKlllliRt.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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LODGE' NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-
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third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. P. Mllia
W. M., H. S .Van Petten,
Secretary.
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Carl Tiates and Arthur Knight both
complimented me upon my appearance. It is always worth one's while umbrellas?
to dress well. .

Gen.

1913,

-

Saturday night?"
"Oh, I don't know yet," I replied. "I
usually wait till the last moment to de-

Lacking.

-

20,"

COLUMN

complacently.

tone.
"Oh, no, I have no reason to worry
about stoutness," I returned merrily,
for I always try to overlook Louise's
little exhibitions of temper. The poor
pirl has such an unfortunate disposi-

EASILY

CURRENT

Mrs. Black Say, parson, don't it
'pear mighty strange dat de cullard
(oiks should hev been made black?
The Parson 'Deed it do. It must
liab been dat de Lawd created de cullard people 'way back in de dark ages

Inexperienced.
"Well, what do you think of It?"
ehe asked, glancing into a long mirror

"

nary number of outlets in three or
four days, while It is possible some
times to plan the circuits so that this
number of rooms can. be completed
in two days.
Every piece of cioset flooring is
nailed back as soon as iie wires are
in place; every little hole in the wall
or ceiling covered by a fixture canopy or switch plate. The little sawdust on the floor is swept up and1 the
NO NEED OF LITTER AND FUSS little chunks of plaster, having been
IN INSTALLING LIGHTS IN
caught as they fel!, as disposed of.
OLD DWELLINGS.
So you see through the modern tricks
of the trade It is not such a job af.Most people occupying old dwellter all, to wire your already built
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERings have a hazy idea that they can- house that is, to tho man who
TISEMENTS
not enjoy the great convenience of knows how.
electricity in the home because ol
Five cent per line each insertion.
the trouble and expense involved to
FLORIDA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Estimate six ordinary words to Una.
wire up the house for the necessary
Jacksonville,' Fa., Feb. 20. Many No ad to occupy less space than two
circuits. Now, as a' matter of fact,
are in Jack lines. At! advertle ments charged
it is very easy to install electric delegates and visitors
of will be booked at space actually set,
sonville
for
convention
annual
the
old
houses and the work
wires in
Florida
School
the
without regard to number of word.
association,
Sunday
can be done without tearing down the
will
the
sessions
which
Cash In advance preferred.
continue
of
plaster, mutilating the walls and cellthe remainder of this week.
through
or
wires
strung
leaving unsightly
ing
about the rooms. Of course, it is eas- The big features of the program will
ier to Install .electricity in a new be a big street parade Saturday after
ri
house when it Is in course of con- noon, followed by a mass meeting
struction but most nouses are built which will be addressed by several
but once and if they were planned religious workers of national reputaand erected before electricity came tion.
into use it is not necessary to do
without electric lignt, electric heat
TORONTO AUTOMOBILE SHOW
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN ft
for the kitchen or electric power for
Toronto, Ont., Feb. 20. Many auto
the vacuum cleaner or the household mobile makers, factory experts and
motor.
demonstrators are in town for the
If you would know how cheaply Toronto automobile show, which opens
WANTED Sewing girl, Mrs. Landou,
installed in a to the public tonight for a ten days'
electricity can be
1019 Sixth street.
It
comhouse consult the electric light
engagement. In the number and vaa
send
will
and
cheerfully
they
pany
riety of its exhibits the show this WANTED Plain sewing or work by
competent electrician to make an es- year eclipses all of its predecessors.
the day. Box 685, Las Vegas.
timate on the work. The house own- All of the
leading American manufac
er knows in a general way just what turers of motor cars, trucks, tires and
he wants but the electrician will be accessories are
represented.
able to suggest many changes and
inBABY CHICKS, pure bred S. C. Reds,
innovations which will make the
fine stock 13c, pens, extra good 12c.
stallation simpler and add materially BIRTHDAY
OF PRINCESS ROYAL
Also F 0. Reds and Barred Rocks
to the convenience and perhaps to
London, Feb. 20 The birthday cf
the economy of the system. In an
by special ordor American Standard
the Princess Royal (Duchess of Fife,)
India Runner duck eggs, 11 for fl.
hour or two he will be able to make who was
born February 20, 1867, was
Mrs. Geo. TuJor, Osage CiV. Kan.
a complete estimate of the work en- celebrated at Windsor
today by th
tailed to put in the necessary wiring.
ringing of the bells of the Curfew FOR SALE Bedroom furniture anu
Only a few tools, and very little Tower and of Windsor
parish church
upright piano, all in good condimaterial, are required for the work A
was also fired in the Lons- salute
tion. Apply M., Optic.
of wiring old fashioned dwellings.
walk.
There is nothing to litter up the
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red eggs
house, nothing to spill or scatter
for setting, ?1 for 13, guaranteed.
over the floors and rugs.
NOTICE OF SALE.
Also few first class Rhode Island
of two wires State of New Mexico, County of San
A circuit consists
Red roosters, cheap. H. M. North-rup- ,
Miguel. In the District Court.
which issue from a "distribution
913 Lincoln avenue.
Whereas, on the twenty-nintbox" located in the basement, or
day
and which regularly supply cur- of November, A. D. 1912, in cause
rent to twelve lamps. Electric cur- Number 6878, on the docket of the FOR SALE New piano, two stoves,
furniture and rugs. Call 1007 Elevrent enters the house from the most district court of San 'Miguel county,
enth street.
convenient point outside, over a pair New Mexico, in which Frank Cayot is
Gonzales de
of service wires, and is transmitted plaintiff and Virginia
directly to the desired lighting fix- Olivas, Caledon Ollvas, Francisco Oil- FOR SALE Wagon, harness, house
hold goods and one rooster.
910
tures, swtiches and baseboard recep- vas, Tonita Ollvas, Prudencia Ollvas,
Fifth street
Jacobo Ollvas, Reyes Olivas, Marga
tacles.
It is really surprising the way the rita Olivas, Joseiita Olivan and Abe- electrician can "fish" his "lines" up lita Ollvas and board or county com- FOR SALE3 Team of heavy work
horses, team mules, team driving
and down between the walls and missioners of the county of San Mihorses.
Also eggs for hatching.
are
was
room.
In
defendants,
to
guel
judgment
across the floors
every
Telephone Main 4b4.
this way, a wiring system extending duly rendered In favor of the plain
throughout the house is concealed tiff and against the defendants, with
within the partitions and walls and the exception of board of county com. FOR SALE Or rent, one square piano,
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
beneath the flooring. It is brought missloners of the county of San Misum
forone
the
for
oi
thousand
guel,
those
to the surface at only
points
dollars, together FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
where it is desired to make connec- ty six and
buggies. Inquire 716 Seventh St
tions for lighting tixtures. In order with interest thereon at the rate of
to run a line from the basement to six per centum per annum from the
the attic probably the workman will first day of October A. D. 1907 to the FOR SALE Modern nine-roohouse,
goo dcondition, fine location, bartake up a single floor board at the date of sale hereinafter mentioned;
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
side of the attic and lower a thin and
Whereas, the cause aforesaid was
steel tape called a "snake." He will
then jiggle this up and down to find a suit for the foreclosure of a cera clear drop; finally his helper down tain mortgage deed and by the judgstairs gets nold of the end of the ment and decree aforesaid the FOR
RENT Suite
housekeeping
enake and fastens on his wires, amount aforesaid was decreed to be
rooms, first floor,
electric lights.
all
a
lien
and
the
land
upon
singular
which are pulled up, encased in pro
508 Main.
estate hereinafter deand real
tective insulating covering.
scribed and the same was ordered
When it is determined at what
ROOM FOR RENT Mrs. Van Petten,
sold In accordance with law and the
806 Seventh street.
point in the attic flooring an opento
said
court
of
practice
satisfy the
ing should be made so as to let the said
lien, and the undersigned was TO
wires through at the desired place
LET Two furnished cottages
appointed special master to
duly
in the room below, a board is carefulcheap. Inquire at 618 Grand avemake the sale aforesaid;
nue.
ly removed from the flooring and the
Now, therefore, notice Is hereby
wires are fished under the floor and
twenty-sixton
that
of
the
day
given
through the hole. Where It is a side-waA. D. 1913, at the hour of
outlet they are run down inside February, In
11 o'clock
the morning, at the
the partition in the same way.
east door of the court house at Las FIRST class room and board, in- frefloor
The wiring of the lower
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
Vegas, San Miguel county. New Mexquently presents greater difficulties, ico, I shall offer for sale and sell at
but these are all met, in a most sim$100 REWARD $100
public vendue to the highest and best
Perhaps bidder for
ple and practical manner.
The readers of this paper will be
all and singular the
cash,
In the room above the dining room
following described land and real es- pieasea to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
celling there is a hardwood floor, tate,
been able to cure in all its stages,
which of course must not sbe harmed.
Four hundred and sixty varas of and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
In order to run his wires to connect
land situated at Sapello and bound- Cure Is the only positive cure now
a central celling fixture the electriced on the north by the main road known to the medical fraternity. Ca
ian goes to the closet in the upper
from Las Vegas to Sapello, on the tarrh being a constitutional disease,
a constitutional treatment
chamber and, by removing a foot or
south by the Sapello river, on the Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken Internally
so of flooring there, he is alile to
east by the said road, Rnd on the acting directly upon the blood
and
push his snake hack under the floor west
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby the corral of Henry Coke.
to the little olo in the ceiling where
by destroying the foundation of the
FRANK ROY,
the oullet is located.
elvl
disease,
and
30
Special Master.
strength by building up the constituIt is planned, whenever possible,
uuu ana assisting nature In doing its
to wire rooms wl for the same genwork. The proprietors have so much
In
so
same
the
circuit
eral purpose
faith in Its curative powers that they
MACKEL
P.
PETER
that the workman will not be enoffer One Hundred Dollars for any
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
case that It fails to cure. Send for
gaged In these rooms ror more than
irlwood Finishing Pwxr Hanirlnn list of testimonials.
a single day, The bedrooms in an
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO To
ind Olastnic
average sized home, for example, are
ledo, Ohio.
estimates Chserfully Olvso.
all connected to the same circuit
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Old Town
net Sld
Plaza
on which work is begun in the mornTake Hall's Family PHlg for constipation. Adv.
ing and finished before night in order that thera may be no inconvenience to the family. In a similar
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
CHICHESTER
PILLS
manner the dining room, kitchen and
AND
pantry are wired to another circuit
SIGN PAINTING
in K,4
so that this set of rooms is done m
bo.es, Mied wiUi Bin. SWm,W
I nto no ether.
r of
V
one day. A house of nine rooms,
N. O.
KIMSl
,;.Vm.
KUAN,,
J
with attic, bath, nail, porch and base429 GRAND AVE.
tj SOLD BY DRUGGISTS tVLRYWilUiE
ment, can be wired with the ordi

HOUSES

By LUCILE CAMPBELL.

FEBRUARY

Meets first and third Tue

O. E.

F- -

day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordt
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adle

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYPresident; E. C. Ward, Secretary
MASONS RegUar con
vocation first Monday In L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
each month, at Masonic
fourth Thursday evening esci
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsltini-brotherTemple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, II. P.; F. o.
Dr. B
cordially invited.
W.
J. Tbornati;.
Blood, Secretary.
Houf, Dictator;

Secretary.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and inird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL

TIME

CAKI)

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No. 2
NO. No. 4
at No. '8

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday
night
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue.at No.
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No.
No.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No.
No.

Depart

10....

1

3
7

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

p. m
p. m

p. m

p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m

a. in,

p. a.
a. m
p. bs

a.

n

a

p.
p. m

9
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Mebt in the Forest of brotherly
ATTORNEYS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart Consul; G. Lacmmle, Clerk. George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunlr
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are especially
Las
Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

New Mexto-

-

DENTISTS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Office
Main 11
Telephone
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House
Main 1W
Telephone
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

retary.

Dentist
Dental work of any description a
COUN- moderate
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 130
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
When Burton Holmes recently gave
his celebrated travelogue on "PanDevine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
was seriously interupted by continual
No one an. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. coughing of the audience.
with
if
and
people
noys
willingly
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
their hall on Sixth street All visit- in
throat would use Foley's Honey and
quickly
ing brethren cordially invited to at- Tar Compound, they could
tend. F. D. Fries, N. C; Gus cure their coughs and colds and avoid
O. G. Schaefer and
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, this annoyance. Co.
Adv.
Red Cross Drug
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
ley,
Ind., says he would not take
B. P. O. ELKS
and
Meets second
$100.00 for the relief a single box of
fourth Tuesday evening of each Foley Kidney PUls gave him. "I had
month Elks home on Ninth street a severe attack of kidney trouble with
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- sharp pains through my back and
could hardly straighten up. A single
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
box of Foley Kidney Ms entirely reConD.
W.
Exalted Ruler;
lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
don, Secretary.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs. to ..200 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than 5 J lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.

20c per 100 lbs.
. . 25o per 100 lbs.
30o per 100 lbs,
40o per 100 lbs.
60c per 100 lbs.

..........

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

jg8as

38j

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom
mong all sf
is
worth
most
who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing
those
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to aomeose
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ans w&r ads. in this newspaper want (aad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye:s, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-
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getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
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EIGHT

CHEAPER THAN
'
YEAR
LAST

fj
h
i

Mrs. C. E. Xagel and h- -r two chii-drt- a
are ii! today with an attack of
grip.

LOCAL NEWS
light

'

J

o'clock

j

i

i

DLUEOOASS
AND IT'S A GOOD TIME TO

SOW IT

J. H. STEARNS
j

GROCER.

this evening.

MISS BECKER SUSTAINS A BRODr. Jacob Landaa announced fciday
KEN NOSE AND MRS. SHEARER
that the regular services would be
A CUT ABOVE THE EYE
held tomorrow eveolTi? at Temple
There wifl L no
Thrown from their buggy this mora
The Eoyal Neighbors of America MoEtefiore.
ing by a runaway horse, iiiss Bertha
will hold their regular business meetliecker and Mrs. Ollie Shearer receiving Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Miss Becker's
A good crowd attended the services ed painful Injuries.
instead of Friday.
held at the Christian Tabernacle last nose was broken, a ligament in her
15. R.
ilcFhate, Santa Fe refriger- niht and the meeting was forceful wrist was torn loose and she received
ator dispatch inspector, has moved and inspiring. This evening's address numerous bruises upon the head and
Into the house formerly occupied by on "A life of Prayer' will be of spe- body. Mrs. Shearer sustained a cut
cial interest
above her eyes and severe bruises.
Professor J. C Baker.
both
M was thought at first that
hurt.
women
been
The,
had
RoOn account of a conflict of dales
seriously
E.
floor
The
committee of the
with another church the Lacies Ail mero Hose company is working hard were picked op from the street and
of the Methodist church has postpon- to get the floor of the Ounean opera caried into the store of Daniel C. de
ed its bakery sale until one week boose in the best possible shape and Paca on the Plaza, in front of which
from next Saturday.
assures the public that tomorrow the accident occurred. Dr. M. F.
les Marais was summoned. He gave
j night the floor will be in the finest
The East Las Vegas Fire depart condition for years. All arrangements the two women emergency treatment
ment has received an invitation from j have been made and the tickets are and they were taken to the Becker

For

Aalomob'ie in good
d:tkn; ca,; be seep, at Wbalen
age. Adv

PAID $500.00 RENT
S100.00

ON

WOMEN

nown
John Thornhili, the well
truck farmer, is seriously ill with an
attack of pneumonia.

irJn if Oj Taylor bourbon
Try
at the Opera Bar. A2t.

19',3.

INJURY OF TWO

Pension hotel, is ill today with an
Btt.k of grip.

j

am;

20,

RUNAWAY CAUSES

Mrs. Jl. J. Wood, manager of La

1

'

FEBRUARY

con--j

WORTH OF FURNITURE

This sounds rather astounding but we know
parties in Las Vegas who have done it, and in
less than three years time. If you are living in
a furnished house call and see us. Theprobab
are the furniture did not cost over $100.00.
We will sel you what furniture you need on
monthly payments. What you save in rent wiil
nearly pay same.
li-ti- es

J. C. JOHNSEN
"COMPLETE FURNISHERS

SON

(El

OF THE HOME"

!

tie E. Eomero Hose company to at- ! goiijg fast so there s no doubt but hospital in a taxicab. They were retend the masquerade ball tomorrow j that this dance will be the howling ported this afternoon as resting easily,
but their injuries will not heal forj
night and will mm out in full force j success of the year.
.
j some time.
for the baile.
The runaway was caused by the
Postmaster F. O Blood has receiv-There wul be regular consmacica-tk- led a parcels post sack. This is the j &Qafts of the buggy coming loose.
of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. j first sack of this de; artment of the This frightened the horse, which be
and A. M. toni-- ht
in the Masonic j postoffiee service that has been re-- J came unamanageable. Miss Becker,
j Temple.
Work in the F. C. degrie. ceived ia the. local c::iee. It meas-- ; proprietor of the Becker hospital, acL
Ail members and visitors fraternally ures ) inches in length and SO in- - Mr3. Shearer, a trained nurse, were
invited to attetd.
from San Geronimo. where
cbes in width and is tne largest ssck
: that is at
present usd by the United they attended a dance last night at
preThe weather man last
ihe home cf 'Mr. and Mrs. Charles
States nidi service.
dicted snow and tie sov came.
Lielschner. When they reached the
Aboct :Zi o'clock yesterday evening
The Woman's Club of East Las Fiaza the horse became frightened.
a light fall startel ar.d continued for I Vegas held a
The accident was witnessed by several
meeting yesterday af- about an hoar. Tou can always rely teraooa in the Commercial
ciu j people, who expressed their wonder
on the weather sas sometimes.
hich was attended by about that the women were not killed.
j rooms
t 60
was enthu-'siastladies. The
There was no bowling game last
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
and the club united with the
night between the teams of the Elks iXew Mexico branch of the Woman's In the wood. Direct from distillery ut
At the Lobby, of course. AdT.
league scheduled to play, on account Federation of Clubs. The
subject of you.
of absence of members of each team. j
j building
the walk to tne Masonic
A scrub game was flayed, Conway I
was not discussed but the
cemetery
and Anient being captains. The I
walk will be built in tie near future. THERE WILL BE MORE
Aaett bunch carried off all honors This is
expected to be a much needin thi3 fracas. Yesterday afternoon
ed improvement to the city and the
USUAL
Kiss Lorna Johnson won the prizf
Woman's club doubtless wiil receive IMSQUEHSJJMN
for
Mrs.
Louise
thi
Scott
given by
great credit 'or the work.
highest score made in the afternoon.
THE "INCOGNITO" FEATURE OF

Tilt

1

m

- BRIGHTER r BETTER
THAN EVER BEFORE
ICCER

I

iilLHO

HOSE

j

i

Duncan Opera House Q
Friday, February

mt-eun-

Best of Husic, Good Floor. Throw away all
cares and have a good laugh. There will be
something doing every minute. We are ready
to work for you every day and every night in
the year if necessity demands it.
Be with us the one big night of the year
Everybody always goes Everybody ought to go

CRYSTAL BUTTER,

:

i

PASTEURIZED CHEAM
ASK YOUR. GR.OCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
At The Home of Ilia

Best of Everything Eatable

For Three Days Feb.
FOR. CASH ONLY
19-20--

"

8

At a recent meeting of the school !! The
of the engine ou
board plans were arranged for the train Xo. 1 today as covered with
installing of a complete sewer sys- ' snow. The coacnes were a'so cover- tem in both pBDiie school buildings ed with an icy coit, indicating that
and also for the much needed toilets. ' a ?:orm is raging in. the northern
Tils new improvement will represent part of the state. Several travelers
as outlay of J3,t0J and wiU be the j who came ia today stated thut tne
bigeest change that has been in- snowfall amounted to about six m-- J
stated in these institutions for some ches in the country rroantf Watrous
time. Work will begin at once, it and vicinity. Reports from Puehio
was also decided at this meeting that j say that two feet of snow nave al- i.e spring vacation cf the schoo;s reMy fallen and it is still snowias.
would begin on the Monday followfeet of snow have
jin Trinidad
fallen and it is still snowing. This is
ing March 20.
the heaviest snowfall recorded iu
Xoiice has been received by Post-- ; Trinidad since the establishment ot
master F. O. Blooa from the postol-- : the weather bureau at that place 24
fice department at Washington that years ago.
catalogues are to be rated as third
class mail and that samples of mer
A Las Vegas restaurant proprietor
chandise permanently attached to a
suffered a clever scheme
yesterday
classinot
affect
its
will
catalogue
to
be
played upon him by a crook
fication as third class mail when
came
into the restaurant and orwho
incian
such samples constitute only
a
dered
cup of coffee, and after
dental part of it When less than 20
it paid for his purchase
drinking
per cent of the space In a catalogue
m
Is occupied with samples of merchan- with a 50 cent piece. He received
two
but
a
and
chance
dimes,
quarter
dise, such space will be regarded as
an Incidental feature and the third not satisfied with that amount, he
a nickel with the two dimes
class rate of postage will apply ta placed
the proprietor that he
informed
and
:o
the catatlogne. When at least
had been short changed. The proTier cent cf the space is wsed for satn- that possibly he
j
pies of merchandise, tlw catalogue prietor, thinking
made
a
mistake, gave the
uive
might
mat!
class
fourth
will be considered
man 20 cents more and the clever
and the fourth class rate of postage
person walked out. in checking up
will app"jy to the catalogue.
his cash register the proprietor found
that he was short 0 cents and at
once remembered where it had gone,
He at once notified the police, not
"1 much prefer Steam Lana-cr- y
be cared about tue amount ue
that
r
service to home launder-coiohad lost but for the purpose of run-- !
Is better and
ning down a clever grafter. Te police
,Lar looking out for the croo'.; and alt
last
clothes
the
longer."
business men are requested to keep
an ey on the change they feive out
This is the remark we hear
and see that a nickel is not replaced
every fia.r nd il pleases r.s
for a quarter by some smooth sent.
and repays us for the effort tvs
have made to bring cur

21

to

.

,

of tickets have
been sold and the house will be
packed to the roof long before the

hour for the grand march. The firemen are convinced that this dance
will be the most successful, from evcf pH the thirty-odery
annual bailes given by their organi-latio- n
upon Washington's Birthday.
sUi-a?-

25 Cents

White

ROUGH DRY

CO. STORE

& HAYWARD

ir.to popularity.

BtG

BATTLE

END3

it is one

-
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Lcs-.Bes-
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IsiVtaLil practice,
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TRY DS ONCE

i
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Las Vegas Steam

y. ,'
,
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LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?

Beady

i
I

I'

t

'',

Some four years ago we adopted the name

of

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the itbove main principles of modern dairyingdesigned to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
milk- -

MEETING TONIGHT

INSTEAD OF LARD.

gallon
gallon

tj V2
jj

Tonight at S o'clock in the Commercial club rooms will be held an
c:.- - ' r z o' c .'tis ai.a
fo- c
tr . '
Tie
v.. f"m.
r fcea-- jtoe r'cit f
' L
" w "
ll-- - rT- - '
c
1 ' ' ' T V vcri fcr V.t p

It comes in

t

EVERY BOOSTER IS INVITED TO 1
ATTEND IWPORANT SESis
SION AT 8 O'CLOCK.

Laundry

?-

..,.(--

;

f

f

.

r

t.

1,

Cf

"

.

That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required- distance from dwelling or
stable. .

j

1

2

sizes
70c
$1.35

Give it a trial and
you will be well pleas- -

J

I
t

I

lied.

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few lEinuHS, Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kiiid or another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached niilh israi makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
South Pacific St.

1

is rr ; ort- -

iciiis,
--

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

FITS'

-

ir'f'trt

'

o'clock.
.

A

i

1
s:

JO.

Our new iresh hot air drying
th? only sanitary way cf
drying clothes, thea we iron
the f.st rieces wash, dry and
iron the flat worS.

tteas ciats, 59 to $:S9!

(..

HUIIIS QUALITY

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

the GREAT
EST helps in the cul-- 1
inary department ot"
the home to be USED

COMMERCIAL CLUB

Is

ter
LeEdons, K:..,
rific three days' battle between
Paikar.s an
10,000 Turks
j 1OO.C03
I
at Faulari has just concluded,
i
according to a dispatch toasy Iron:
Feb.

TOMORROW
at the Y. M. C. A.

IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

AIL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Cooking Oil?

i

GRAAF

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

j

t

Founds Mexican Beans for

THE

21

d

cit.

Have You Ever Tried

j

BALL

913

THERE

fore.
A large number

FIRE CO,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

THE ROMERO DANCE WILL
BE ENJOYABLE.
One of the delightful features of
the E. Romero Hose and Fire company's dance to be given tomorrow
evening at the Duncan opera nous
will be the unusually large number
of masquers upon the floor. The professional costumer at the Rawlins
hotel says she has disposed of a large
number of costumes, while the firemen have been informed that many
people are having apparel made especially for the dance. The attractive list of prizes hns Induced many
people to go en masque this year and
the costumes are uve to be more
elaborate and original than ever be-

MM

ARRIVAL

J

FROM

IS MADE

ic

cow-catch-

HOSE AND FIRE CO.

E, ROMERO

ROMERO HOSE AND

titt

MASQUEHABE BALL

CD'S

I

Al

on1

rum
b II L Ii

L&.S Vegans

EVERYBODY READS THE IAS

FKBD B. COPSBTT
Prop.

Phon

Main 312

VEGAS OPTIC

